SCOA National Specialty
AKC Sanctioned Agility Trial

Wednesday, June 8, 2016
Purina Farms
Judge: Richard Kurzawa #95228, Brentwood MO

CLASS SCHEDULE

Regular Classes

Time 2 Beat - 8 Entries
Master/Excellent FAST - 2 Entries
Open FAST - 2 Entries
Novice FAST - 5 Entries
Master/Excellent Standard - 5 Entries
Open Standard - 3 Entries
Novice Standard - 9 Entries
Master/Excellent JWW - 5 Entries
Open JWW - 3 Entries
Novice JWW - 8 Entries

Special Award Entries

H.S. Breeder-Owner Handled - 3 Entries
H.S. CH. of Record (AKC/CKC) - 12 Entries
H.S. Field CH of Record (AKC/CKC/ASFA) - 3 Entries
H.S. Veteran Dog/Bitch (7+ Years) - 4 Entries
H.S. From Country of Orgin - 0 Entries
H.S. Jr. hander (Under 18 yrs of age) - 0 Entries
H.S. Senior Hander (60+ Years) - 6 Entries

PLEASE BE ATTENTIVE TO ANNOUNCEMENTS THROUGHOUT THE EVENT FOR LAST MINUTE CHANGES. There are 15 dogs entered in this event with 44 entries on Wednesday, 0 entries on Thursday, and 0 entries on Friday for a total of 44 entries.

Trial Secretary: Chris Allen --- run4funtn@gmail.com
Time 2 Beat- 24-Inch Division

Armband #

24103 - Nefer Ka's Knight's Bliss El-Shaddai AX AXJ. HP45133004.
By GCH El-Shaddai’s Eternal Watermark JC & GCH El-Shaddi Don't Burst My Bubble JC.
Owner: Suzanne Roble and Michelle Ridenour, Madison Heights, MI Dragon. Handler: Suzanne Roble.
Wed: Time **NQ**

24301 - GCH Baha Persian of Interest SC, FCH, RN, OA, MXJ, NF. HP32036006.
By CH Khiva's Prophet of Baha, CD, FCH, SC, RA, JOR & CH Bazaar's Absolutely Abigail.
Owner: Caroline Coile, Live Oak, FL Pepe'. Handler: Caroline Coile.
Wed: Time **NQ**

24502 - GCH El-Shaddai Ps Its A Surprise Parti SC NA NAJ. HP36916103.
By CH El-Shaddai Emma Dancer Chezday & CH El-Shaddaicolon Shiloh Rose.
Owner: Michelle Ridenour and Jessica Dixon, Walled Lake, MI Sophie. Handler: Michelle Ridenour.
Wed: Time **NQ**

24701 - CH Gemini Jubilee Nephelae RN. HP40225504.
By Tadj Mahal Emranizan & CH Gemini Phaeton Hope Diamond JC.
Wed: Time **NQ**

24702 - Springmeadow H'Art's Afire At Denali JC RA OF CGC. HP46683009.
By GCH Ch Issibaa's Goinforthe Gold & Ch Springmeadow’s Asuwish Gem.
Owner: Debra Bell, Ithaca, NY Kaelan. Handler: Debra Bell.
Wed: Time **NQ**

24705 - GCH Baha Pyramid Scheme JC. HP45075101.
Interest CD FCH RN SC OA MXJ NF & GCH Bark & Dives JP Baha Luna of Khiva SC FCH RN.
Owner: Caroline Coile, Live Oak, FL Ponzi. Handler: Caroline Coile.
Wed: Time **NQ**

24706 - CH Aspen's Zyneco Zip, CA SC CGC F.CH.. HP44778705.
By Aspen's Arctic Fox & CH Windrush's Biznco et Tazi JC.
Wed: Score ___ Time **ABS**

24902 - GCH El-Shaddai PS I Love You. HP36916105.
By CH El-Shaddai Emma Dancer Chezday & CH El-Shaddaicolon Shiloh Rose.
Owner: Lisa DeFrenne, Downers Grove, IL Teeka. Handler: Lisa DeFrenne.
Wed: Time **NQ**
Excellent FAST- 24-Inch Division

Armband #
24101 - CKC CH. Sarea Sheik My World CD RA AX OAJ OF. HP27361005.
  By Ch Excelsior After The Rain & Ch Bedouin Blush Sarea.
  Owner: Kim Fountain and Theresa Martin, Hamilton, ON Sahdiq. Handler: Kim Fountain. Wed:
  Score  NQ  Time

24702 - Springmeadow H'Art's Afire At Denali JC RA OF CGC. HP46683009.
  By GCH Ch Issibah's Goinforthe Gold & Ch Springmeadow's Asuwish Gem.
  Owner: Debra Bell, Ithaca, NY Kaelan. Handler: Debra Bell.
  Wed: Score  NQ  Time

Open FAST- 24-Inch Division

Armband #
24104 GCH Caristeda Alexander the Great RAE AX AXJ NF SC CD. HP1.1990201.-
  By Az Bahja Daniel & CH Caristeda Klt Kat.
  Owner: Cheryl Holman and Terri C Dickmann, Alex. Handler: Cheryl Holman.
  Wed: Score  NQ  Time

24301 - GCH Baha Persian of Interest SC, FCH, RN, OA, MXJ, NF. HP32036006.
  By CH Khiva's Prophet of Baha, CD, FCH, SC, RA, JOR & CH Bazaar's Absolutely Abigail.
  Owner: Caroline Coile, Live Oak, FL Pepe'. Handler: Caroline Coile.
  Wed: Score  NQ  Time

Novice A FAST- 24-Inch Division

Armband #
24902 - GCH El-Shaddai PS I Love You. HP36916105.
  By CH El-Shaddai Emma Dancer Chezday & CH El-Shaddaijalon Shiloh Rose.
  Owner: Lisa DeFrenne, Downers Grove, IL Teeka. Handler: Lisa DeFrenne.
  Wed: Score ___ Time  ABS

Novice B FAST- 24-Inch Division

Armband #
24103 - Nefer Ka's Knight's Bliss El-Shaddai AX AXJ. HP45133004.
  By GCH El-Shaddai's Eternal Watermark JC & GCH El-Shaddi Don't Burst My Bubble JC.
  Owner: Suzanne Roble and Michelle Ridenour, Madison Heights, MI Dragon. Handler: Suzanne Roble.
  Wed: Score  NQ  Time

24703 - Baha Persinal Best. HP45075105.
  By GCH Baha Persian of Interest RN SC FCh OA MXJ NF & GCH Bark & Dives JP Baha Luna of Khiva RN SC FCh.
  Owner: Kim Fountain and Paula Johnson, Hamilton, ON Zoom. Handler: Kim Fountain.
  Wed: Score  54  Time 22.35  Qualified

24705 - GCH Baha Pyramid Scheme JC. HP45075101.
  Interest CD FCH RN SC OA MXJ NF & GCH Bark & Dives JP Baha Luna of Khiva SC FCh RN.
  Owner: Caroline Coile, Live Oak, FL Ponzi. Handler: Caroline Coile.
  Wed: Score  NQ  Time

24707 DC Caristeda Dagoba Eclipse RN SC. HP42526101.
  By CH Caristeda Smooth Operator SC & CH Caristeda Charmed Kismet.
  Owner: Cheryl Holman and Terri C Dickmann, Richmond, IN Paul. Handler: Cheryl Holman.
  Wed: Score  NQ  Time
Excellent Standard - 24-Inch Division


Master Standard - 24-Inch Division


Open Preferred Standard - 20-Inch Division
Armband # 20601 - El-Shaddai EZ SStrider Chezday RE JC BN CGC AX AXJ NAP NJP. HP17414902.
By El Shaddai Ebon Prism Chezday JC & CH El-Shaddai's Zipporah.
Owner: Dara Johnson and Gary Hoffman, Leeds, MA  Aesop. Handler: Dara Johnson. Wed:
Score NQ  Time

Open Standard - 24-Inch Division
Armband # 24501 - CH Tazi Bikk Men Basra NA NAJ RN JC CGC. HP35162501.
By CH Aspen's Triple Trouble CD RAEG2 SC NA & CH Scenario Karob Et Tazi.
Owner: Mary Dee Sist DVM and Tina & Mark Kocah, Williamston, MI  Bakr. Handler: Rebecca Sagnelli. Wed:
Score NQ  Time

24502 - GCH El-Shaddai Ps It's A Surprise Parti SC NA NAJ. HP36916103.
By CH El-Shaddai Emma Dancer Chezday & CH El-Shaddaijalon Shiloh Rose.
Owner: Michelle Ridenour and Jessica Dixon, Walled Lake, MI  Sophie. Handler: Michelle Ridenour. Wed:
Score NQ  Time

Novice A Standard - 24-Inch Division
Armband # 24901 - CH J.A.Y. JP Love Eyrie Ariel Anistana JC CGC BN CD RE. HP43750901.
By CH Sundada Blue Nile Teddy Boy & J.A.Y. JP Falco Eleonrae Ariel.
Owner: Suzanne Barnett and Jay Ita, Woodstock, GA  Yoshi. Handler: Suzanne Barnett. Wed:
Score NQ  Time

24902 - GCH El-Shaddai PS I Love You. HP36916105.
Time 78.58  Qualified
Novice B Standard - 24-Inch Division

Armand #
24701 - CH Gemini Jubilee Nephelae RN. HP40225504.
By Tadj Mahal Ermanizian & CH Gemini Phaeton Hope Diamond JC.
Wed: Score QD Time

24702 - Springmeadow H'Art's Asire At Denali JC RA OF CGC. HP46683009.
By GCH Ch Issibaa's Goinforthe Gold & Ch Springmeadow’s Asuwish Gem.
Owner: Debra Bell, Ithaca, NY Kaelan. Handler: Debra Bell.
Wed: Score 100 Time 62.95 Qualified

24703 - Baha Persianal Best. HP45075105.
By GCH Baha Persian of Interest RN SC FCh OA MXJ NF & GCH Bark & Dives JP Baha Luna of Khiva RN SC FCh.
Owner: Kim Fountain and Paula Johnson, Hamilton, ON Zoom. Handler: Kim Fountain.
Wed: Score QD Time

24704 - CH Tazi Ayoua BeTiyee RN JC. HP35162502.
By CH Aspen's Triple Trouble CD RAEX SC NA & CH Scenario Karob Et Tazi.
Owner: Mary Dee Sist DVM and Tina & Mark Kocab, Williamston, MI Tiyee. Handler: Rebecca Sagnelli.
Wed: Score 95 Time 56.80 Qualified

24705 - GCH Baha Pyramid Scheme JC. HP45075101.
Interest CD FCH RN SC OA MXJ NF & GCH Bark & Dives JP Baha Luna of Khiva SC FCh RN.
Owner: Caroline Coile, Live Oak, FL Ponzi. Handler: Caroline Coile.
Wed: Score QD Time

24706 - CH Aspen's Zydeco Zip, CA SC CGC F.CH.. HP44778705.
By Aspen's Arctic Fox & CH Windrush's Biznco et Tazi JC.
Wed: Score QD Time

24707 DC Caristeda Dagoba Eclipse RN SC. HP42526101.
By CH Caristeda Smooth Operator SC & CH Caristeda Charmed Kismet.
Owner: Cheryl Holman and Terri C Dickmann, Richmond, IN Paul. Handler: Cheryl Holman.
Wed: Score QD Time
Excellent JWW- 24-Inch Division
For dogs more than 22 inches at the withers

24101 - CKC CH. Sarea Sheik My World CD RA AX OAJ OF. HP27361005.
By Ch Excelisor After The Rain & Ch Bedouin Blush Sarea.
Owner: Kim Fountain and Theresa Martin, Hamilton, ON Sahdiq. Handler: Kim Fountain. Wed:
Score    NQ  Time

24102 - Cindy Sue the Sailor OJ, AX.PAL261974.
Owner: Nancy Curtis-Caswell, Holley, NY Cindy Sue. Handler: Nancy Curtis-Caswell. Wed:
Score 88 Time 50.28 Qualified

Master JWW- 24-Inch Division
For dogs more than 22 inches at the withers

24103 - Nefer Ka's Knight's Bliss El-Shaddai AX AXJ. HP45133004.
By GCH El-Shaddai's Eternal Watermark JC & GCH El-Shaddi Don't Burst My Bubble JC.
Owner: Suzanne Roble and Michelle Ridenour, Madison Heights, MI Dragon. Handler: Suzanne Roble. Wed:
Score    NQ  Time

24104 GCH Caristeda Alexander the Great RAE AX AXJ NF SC CD. HP11990201.-
By Az Bahja Daniel & CH Caristeda Klt Kat.
Owner: Cheryl Holman and Terri C Dickmann, Richmond, IN Alex. Handler: Cheryl Holman.
Wed: Score    NQ  Time

24301 - GCH Baha Persian of Interest SC, FCH, RN, OA, Mxj. NF. HP32036006.
By CH Khiva's Prophet of Baha, CD, FCH, SC, RA, JOR & CH Bazaar's Absolutely Abigail. Owner:
Caroline Coile, Live Oak, FL Pepe. Handler: Caroline Coile.
Wed: Score    NQ  Time
Open Preferred JWW - 20-Inch Division

Armband # 20601 - El-Shaddai EZ SStrider Chezday RE JC RN CGC AX AXJ NAP NIP. HP17414902.
By El Shaddai Ebon Prism Chezday JC & CH El-Shaddai's Zipporah.
Owner: Dara Johnson and Gary Hoffman, Leeds, MA  Aesop.  Handler: Dara Johnson. Wed:
Score  NQ  Time

Open JWW- 24-Inch Division

Armband # 24501 - CH Tazi Bikr Men Basra NA NAJ RN JC CGC. HP35162501.
By CH Aspen's Triple Trouble CD RAE2 SC NA & CH Scenario Karob Et Tazi.
Owner: Mary Dee Sist DVM and Tina & Mark Kocab, Williamston, MI  Bikr.  Handler: Rebecca Sagnelli. Wed:
Score  NQ  Time

Armband # 24502 - GCH El-Shaddai Ps Its A Surprise Parti SC NA NAJ. HP36916103.
By CH El-Shaddai Emma Dancer Chezday & CH El-Shaddaijalon Shiloh Rose.
Owner: Michelle Ridenour and Jessica Dixon, Walled Lake, MI  Sophie.  Handler: Michelle Ridenour. Wed:
Score  NQ  Time

Novice A JWW- 24-Inch Division

Armband # 24902 - GCH El-Shaddai PS I Love You. HP36916105.
By CH El-Shaddai Emma Dancer Chezday & CH El-Shaddaijalon Shiloh Rose.
Owner: Lisa DeFrenne, Downers Grove, IL  Teeka.  Handler: Lisa DeFrenne.
Wed: Score  91  Time  50.46  Qualified
Novice B JWW- 24-Inch Division

Armband #

24701 - CH Gemini Jubilee Nephele RN, HP40225504.
  By Tadj Mahal Emranizan & CH Gemini Phaeon Hope Diamond JC.
  Wed: Score  NQ  Time

24702 - Springmeadow H'Art's Afire At Denali JC RA OF CGC. HP46683009.
  By GCH Ch Issibaa's Goinforde Gold & Ch Springmeadow's Asuwish Gem.
  Owner: Debra Bell, 1839 Mecklenburg Road, Ithaca, NY  Kaelan. Handler: Debra Bell.
  Wed: Score  NQ  Time

24703 - Baha Persianal Best. HP45075105.
  By GCH Baha Persian of Interest RN SC FCh OA MXJ NF & GCH Bark & Dives JP Baha Luna of Khiva RN SC FCh.
  Owner: Kim Fountain and Paula Johnson, Hamilton, ON  Zoom. Handler: Kim Fountain.
  Wed: Score  NQ  Time

24704 - CH Tazi Ayoua Be'Tiyye RN JC. HP35162502.
  By CH Aspen's Triple Trouble CD RAEX SC NA & CH Scenario Karob Et Tazi.
  Owner: Mary Dee Sist DVM and Tina & Mark Kocab, Williamston, MI  Tiyyee. Handler: Rebecca Sagnelli.
  Wed: Score  NQ  Time

24705 - GCH Baha Pyramid Scheme JC. HP45075101.
  Interest CD FCH RN SC OA MXJ NF & GCH Bark & Dives JP Baha Luna of Khiva SC FCh RN.
  Owner: Caroline Coile, Live Oak, FL  Ponzi. Handler: Caroline Coile.
  Wed: Score  95  Time  42.98  Qualified

24706 - CH Aspen's Zydeco Zip, CA SC CGC F.CH.. HP44778705.
  By Aspen's Arctic Fox & CH Windrush's Bizneo et Tazi JC.
  Wed: Score  NQ  Time

24707 DC Caristeda Dagoba Eclipse RN SC. HP42526101.
  By CH Caristeda Smooth Operator SC & CH Caristeda Charmed Kismet.
  Owner: Cheryl Holman and Terri C Dickmann, , Richmond, IN  Paul. Handler: Cheryl Holman.
  Wed: Score  NQ  Time
SPECIALTY AWARD ENTRANTS

**Awarded**

H.S. Breeder-Owner_Handled - Not Awarded
24705 Ponzi, Caroline Coile
24104 Alex, Cheryl Holman
24707 Paul, Cheryl Holman

H.S. CH. of Record (AKC/CKC)
24901 Yoshi, Suzanne Barnett
24301 Pepe', Caroline Coile
24705 Ponzi, Caroline Coile
24902 Teeka, Lisa DeFrenne
**24101 Sahdiq, Kim Fountain**
24701 Leelah, Dara Johnson
24706 Zydeco, Dara Johnson
24104 Alex, Cheryl Holman
24707 Paul, Cheryl Holman
24502 Sophie, Michelle Ridenour
24501 Bikr, Rebecca Sagnelli
24704 Tiyee, Rebecca Sagnelli

H.S. Field CH of Record (AKC/CKC/ASFA) - Not Awarded
24301 Pepe', Caroline Coile
24706 Zydeco, Dara Johnson
24707 Paul, Cheryl Holman

H.S. Veteran Dog/Bitch (7+ Years)
24301 Pepe', Caroline Coile
**24101 Sahdiq, Kim Fountain**
24104 Alex, Cheryl Holman
20601 Aesop, Dara Johnson

H.S. Senior Handler (60+ Years)
24701 Leelah, Dara Johnson
20601 Aesop, Dara Johnson
24706 Zydeco, Dara Johnson
24103 Dragon, Suzanne Roble
**24501 Bikr, Rebecca Sagnelli**
24704 Tiyee, Rebecca Sagnelli
Contestant Names & Addresses

Barnett, Suzanne, 393 Jep Wheeler Rd, Woodstock, GA 30188
   24901     HP43750901     Yoshi
Bell, Debra, 1839 Mecklenburg Road, Ithaca, NY 14850
   24702     HP46683009     Kaelan
Coile, Caroline, 1263 145th Road, Live Oak, FL 32060
   24301     HP32036006     Pepe'
   24705     HP45075101     Ponzi
Curtis-Caswell, Nancy, 4880 South Holley Rd, Holley, NY 14470
   24102     PAL261974     Cinda Sue
DeFrenne, Lisa, 1215 Oak Hill Road, Downers Grove, IL 60515
   24902     HP36916105     Teeka
Fountain, Kim, 253 East 27th St, Hamilton, ON L8V3g5
   24703     HP45075105     Zoom
   24101     HP27361005     Sahdiq
Holman. Cheryl, 4101 National Rd West, Richmond, IN 47374
   24101     HP11990201     Alex
   24707     HP42526101     Paul
Johnson, Dara, PO Box 293, Leeds, MA 01053
   24701     HP40225504     Leelah
   24706     HP44778705     Zydeco
   20601     HP17414902     Aesop
Ridenour, Michelle,
   24502     1360 Decker Rd, Walled Lake, MI 48390
   24502     HP36916103     Sophie
Roble, Suzanne, 1142 E. Harwood, Madison Heights, MI 48071-4131
   24103     HP45133004     Dragon
Sagnelli, Rebecca, 8855 Barnes Rd., Millington, MI 48746-9548
   24501     HP35162501     Bikr
   24704     HP35162502     Tiyee